CHAPTER XV
THE   PERSONAL   RULE   OF   LOUIS   XIV
1661 Beginning of Louis XIV's government.
1672 Beginning of the Dutch war.
1678 Peace of Nimeguen. Annexation of Franche-Comte.
1682 Gallican Declaration.
1685 Revocation of the Edict of Nantes.
1700 Louis XIV accepts the Spanish succession.
1713 Peace of Utrecht.
5GHARACTER    OF   THE   REIGN
The death of Mazarin put an end to government by a principal
minister. Louis XIV took the power into his own hands and
exercised it for fifty-five years, up to the end of his life in 1715.
For a quarter of a century France occupied the leading position
in Europe, thanks to its material power and the brilliance of its
literature. The glory of all this was reflected upon the King, who
was called Louis le Grand (Louis the Great), and by creating the
expression 'the Age of Louis XIV (Stick de Louis Quatorze) Vol-
taire produced the impression that this grandeur was the personal
work of the king. Yet if we review the men who, for various
reasons, lent lustre to France during the seventeenth century, we
may note that most of them - Descartes, Malherbe, Gorneille, La
Rochefoucauld, Pascal, Poussin, Claude Lorrain, Conde, and
Turenne-had done their work by 1661, and that the rest-
Moliere, La Fontaine, Racine, Boileau, and Bossuet - had already
attained maturity. Their genius had reached its bloom in the
earlier days of the reign; they existed before it did.
The political evolution of the French nation under the personal
rule of Louis XIV consisted not in any innovations, but merely
in giving a settled form to those of earlier days. Mazarin left as
his legacy to Louis a docile nation, great princes reduced to
submission, and a Parlement that had been tamed; he further
bequeathed him an experienced body of officials, trained in
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